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CHAPTER I

HOMOLOGY MODELING OF BACTERIA bel COMPLEX

Introduction

I. Homology Modeling

Homology modeling is a technique used to predict the three-dimensional structure

of a protein. Structure prediction is accomplished by swapping the three-dimensional

coordinates from a homologous reference protein. The underlying principle in homology

modeling is that sequence conservation is directly proportional to structural conservation.

Early work in homology modeling successfully took advantage of this basic fundamental

principle (1,2). As homology modeling techniques developed it was found that by using

more than one protein from different species for the reference protein one could locate

regions of structural conservation more effectively (3-7). In order to successfully model

a protein with homology modeling techniques one will need a sequence alignment with

greater than 50% residue identity for better confidence in the resulting structure but 20

30% is acceptable if several aligned sequences and structures are available (8).

Homology modeling has been used in the understanding of drug resistance in

malaria: three-dimensional structure of Plasmodiumfalciparum dihydrofoJate reductase

by homology building where the significance of the most important point mutation

causing resistance could be explained by the model (9). Homology modeling has also

been used in the modeling of the insect chitinase catalytic domain oligosaccharide

complex that led to the identification of an active-site amino acid residue (10).
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In homology modeling there may be sequence insertions in the model that is

being built. To overcome the problem of not being able to assign coordinates to this

region where the insertions are a technique of closest three-dimensional (3D) structural

neighbor (CSN) will be used to find a possible structure for the insertions. Basically, in

CSN the coordinates for the insertions are obtained from nearby subunits in the reference

protein.

II. Cytochrome bCI complex

The complex that will be modeled here by the use of homology modeling is the

Rhodobacter .~phaeroides (Rs.) ubiquinone cytochrome c oxidoreductase (bcl complex).

The bc, complex is a transmembrane protein that passes electrons from ubiquinol to

cytochrome e. Cytochrome be, complex couples this electron transfer to proton

translocation across biological membranes to generate a proton gradient and membrane

potential for ATP synthesis. This redox-linked proton pump is a critical component of

eukaryotic respiratory system. The bc, complex also plays a critical role in the

photosynthetic and/or respiratory systems of various prokaryotes. Bovine cytochrome

be, complex consists of 11 subunits with a molecular weight of close to 250 kDa. R.

sphaeroides cytochrome he l complex consists of 4 subunits with a molecular weight

close to 110 kDa. The bovine be, complex wjIJ be used as a template to model the R.

sphaeroides be, complex. Three subunit.;; that have been found to be essential for

catalytic functioning of the cytochrome hC I complex are cytochrome b, cytochrome e l ,

and the iron sulfur protein (lSP). Cytochrome b, cytochrome e'l and ISP are the three

subunits with highest sequence homology between the bovine be, complex and the R.
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sphaeroides bc I complex. R. sphaeroides fourth subunit, subunit 4, does not have

significant homology with any of the other subunits in the bovine be, complex.

However, subunit 4 in the R. sphaeroides bc, complex has chemical and physical features

similar to that of subunit 7 in the bovine bc, complex. Both of these subunits are known

to be photo-affinity labeled by azido-quinone (11-14).

The bovi ne heart and chicken mitochondrial be, complex structures were

previously reported and will be used as a template to model the R. sphaeroides bCI

complex (15-17). The structure of the bovine bel complex is shown in (Figure 1) (15).

X-ray diffraction studies from the bovine cytochrome bCI complex have had a profound

impact on the understanding of how this complex functions. Early diffraction studies

provided new insights into the head domain mobility that has recently been found to be

important for catalytic functioning of the cytochrome bCI complex (15). Inhibitor x-ray

diffraction studies have allowed a preliminary understanding of the active sites in the

cytochrome be, complex (18).

The ability to perform mutagenesis studies on the R. sphaeroides bel complex to

understand how this complex function is possible and very efficient. It is important to

have a model structure of the R.sphaeroides bel complex to aid in the process of locating

residues to mutate based upon logical theories. The model structure will help to

predetermine the possible effect of a mutation in order to determine if valuable resources

should be deployed to develop mutants. A model of this complex will also prove to be

extremely useful for doing computational molecular mechanics and dynamic simulations

to elucidate conformational aspects of the complex that relates to function. It is less time

consuming to run simulations on the bacterial bel complex because of its size only four
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subunits relative to the bovine bc I complex eleven subunits. Having the tertiary structure

of a protein also allows one to be more effective in developing a complete understanding

of the complex fl.mctionaJ attributes of a protein.

Cyt. cl

aJbunit8

Core 2

130 A..
Figure 1. Bovine bCI complex.

Mstrl x
region
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Methodology

The programs that are used to build the model are crystallographic program 0 and

molecular modeling program InsightlI. The x-ray coordinates from the retined bovine

be I complex 1QCR (not yet released) were used as a template. The first step is sequence

alignment by Blast and modifications as necessary by visual inspection to minimize the

insertions and deletions in the sequence alignment (19). The second step is to swap

coordinates from the template to the model in all regions where there is a corresponding

match in the sequence alignment. The third step consists of building regions of the

sequence alignment where there is an insertion in the model sequence. Two methods

were used to determine the structure for the area of insertions. The first is to find the CSN

in the template which will usually for this project consist of an structural element from

another subunit that is in the general vicinity of this insertion area. The second method is

to model a loop or use secondary structure prediction software for the insertion and use

molecular dynamics calculations to find a likely position for the region. In finding

secondary structure for unaligned sequence InsightII homology module for secondary

structure prediction is used.
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Results and Discussion

I. Cytochrome b

The first subunit modeled is cytochrome b. R. sphaeroides cytochrome b

sequence is larger than that of bovine cytochrome h. There are four insertions in the

sequence alignment as seen in (Figure 2). The first insertion is at the beginning of the

sequence, at residues 1-15 in the R. sphaeroides cytochrome b. In order to assign

coordinates to this part of the sequence the CSN was located. The closest structural

neighbor in the template, bovine be I complex, is the C-terminal of core 1 residues 429 

443. From secondary structure prediction, R. sphaeroides cytochrome h residues 1-15

have a high propensity for a helix and there is a helix in this part of corel (Figure 3 and

4). The second insertion in the R. sphaeroides cytochrome b is at residues 232-239

(Figure 2). The residues in the second insertion also show a high propensity for a helix.

I he CSN is a helix from subunit 6 residues 59-66 of hovine. The tbird insertion in R.

sphaeroides cytochrome b is between residues 309-326 (Figure 2). These residues show

some propensity for a beta sheet but there is no CSN for these residues and no other beta

sheets in this area. Therefore, the third insertion is modeled in as a random loop and

molecular dynamics are performed to find a favorable random position for this loop. The

fourth insertion is at the C-terminal of the R. !Jphaeroides bel complex residues 422 - 445

(Figure 2). The CSN are residues 17-40 in subunit 6 of bovine (Figure 5). Therefore,

these residues coordinates were used (Figure 6).



1.) 1-15 modeled with
c-term of core 1:

RHOSH_cyt b: MSGIPHDHYE PRTGIEKWLH

~ITNIR

429-443
SRLPIVALAY

I
KSHPLMKIVN

DTIM-IPTPR NLNWMWIWGV VLAFCLVLQI
I I I I I I II III

NAFIDLPAPS NISSWWNFGS LLGICLILQI

7

RHOSH_cyt b: VTGIVLAMHY TPHVDLAFAS VEHIMRNVNG GFMLRYLHAN GASLFFIAVY LHIFRGLYYG

II IIIII I II I II I II I II III III III I I 1111I1
BOVIN_cyt b: LTGLFLAMHY TSDTTTAFSS VTHICRDVNY GWIIRYMHAN GASMFFICLY MHVGRGLYYG

RHOSH_cyt b: SYKAPREVTW IVGMLIYLAM MATAFMGYVL PWGQMSFWGJI. TVITGLFGAI PGIGHSIQTW

II II I I II11I11111 1111111111 II11 I II I II I
BOVIN_cyt b: SYT--FLETW NIGVILLLTV MATAFMG~JL PWGQMSFWGA TVITNLLSAI PYIGTNLVEW

RHOSH_cyt b: LLGGPAVDNA TLNRFFSLHY LLPFVlAALV

II II I II III I III I I
BOVIN_cyt b: IWGGFSVDKA TLTRFFAFHF ILPFIlMAIA

2.) 232-239 helix from
subunit 6:59-66

AIHIWAFHST GNNNPTGVEV RRTSKAEAQK

I I I I 1I11I
M\~LLFLHET GSNNPTGISS DV--------

RHOSH_cyt b: DTVPFWPYFI IKDVFALAVV LLVFFAIVGF MPNYLGHPDN YIEANPLSTP AHIVPEWYFL

I II II III I I I I II III I 11I1 II II IIIII1
BOVIN_cyt b: DKIPFHPYYT IKDILGALLL ILALMLLVLF APDLLGDPDN YTPANPU,TP PHIKPEWYFL

3.) 309-326
PFYAILRAFT ADVWVVQlru~

I1111
FAYAILRSI- ----------

modeled & molecular dynamics
FISFGIIDAK FFGVLAMFGA ILVMALVPWL

I 1II1 II II I I
-------PNK LGGVLALAFS ILlLALIPLL

DTSPVRSGRY

II II
HTSKQRSMMF

RHOSH_cyt b: RPMFKIYFWL LAADFVILTW VGAQQTTFPY D>1ISLIASAY WFAYFLVILP ILGAIEKPVA

II II I II III I I II I II I II I I II
BOVIN_cyt b: RPLSQCLFWA LVADLLTLTW IGGQPVEHPY ITIGQLASVL YE"LLI LVLMP TAGTIENKLL

4. ) 422-445 modeled in
with subnit 6: 17-40

RHOSH_cyt b: PPATIEEDFN AHYSPATGGT KTVVAE

BOVIN_cyt b: KW

Figure 2. Sequence Alignment of Cytochrome b. RHOSH is R .sphaernides.



Figure 3. Bovine cytochrome band
core 1. In blue core I with the CSN of
core 1 C-tenn colored in red. In green
cytochrome b.

Figure 4. Rs. cytochrome b first
insertion. The color red denotes
the location of the first insertion.

8

Figure 5. Bovine cytochrome b
and subunit 6. Where cytochrome b
is green and subunit 6 is blue with
CSN in red.

Figure 6. Rs. cytochrome b fourth
insertion. In red is the CSN template
from bovine subunit 6.
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II. Cytochrome cl.

The next subunit modeled is cytochrome CI. Cytochrome (;1 has one major

insenion at residues 141 - 161 (Figure 7). The secondary structure prediction for this

region shows a random coil. The CSN for this insertion is in subunit eight of bovine

residues 34 - 54 (Figure 8). This particular subunit is believed to be important for the

docking of cytochrome c on the bel complex.

lfl.ISP

The third subunit modeled is ISP. The ISP subunit has I major insertion at

residues 96 - 107 (Figure 9). These residues show a high propensity for a helix but no

noticeable CSN. This helix was subsequently modeled in. The insertion in R. sphw:roides

ISP that has no noticeable CSN is relatively close to the insertion in the R. sphaeroides

cytochrome h subunit that also does not have a noticeable CSN. It is possible that these

two insertions could interact with each other. Future modeling and site directed

mutagenesis will help to determine whether these two insertions have any interactions of

any importance. It is known that the ISP head domain docks on the cytochrome h

subunit, thus the insertion in ISP may be important in this docking process.

-_.-._- -----------------------------------



RHOSH_cytel: AGGGBVEDV PFSFEGPFGT FDQHQLQRGL QVYTEVCAAC HGMKFVPIRS LSEPGGPELP

I I I I I II III II I I I I I I I
BOVIN_cyt c1: SDLELHPPSY PWSHRGL.LSS LDHTSIRRGF QVYKQVCSSC HSMDYVAYRH LVGVCYTEDE

RHOSH_cyte1: EDQVRAYATQ FTVTDEETGE D-REGKPTDH FPHSALENAA DLSLMAKARA GFHGPMGTGI

I I II I II I III I
BOVIN_cyt c11 AKALAEEVEV QDGPNEDGEM FMRPGKLSDY FPKPYPNPEA -------ARA ANNGALPPDL

141-161 modeled in with
subunit 81 34-54

RHOSH_cyt 01: SQLFN-GIGG PEYIYSVLTG FPEEPPKCAE GHEPDGFYYN RAFQNGSVPD TCKDANGVKT

I II I I III
BOVIN_cyt c1: SYIVRARHGG EDYVFSLLTG YCE------- ---------- ----PPTGVS LREGLYFNPY

RHOSH_oyt 01: TAGSWIAMPP PLMDDLVEYA DGHDASVHAM AEDVSAFLMW AAEPKLMARK QAGFTAVMFL
I I I I I I II I I II II I IIII II I

BOVIN_cyt c1: FPGQAIGMAP PIYNEVLEFD DGTPATMSQV AKDVCTFLRW AAEPEHDHRK RMGLKMLLMM

RHOSH_oyt 01: TVLSVLLYLT NKRLWAGVKG Kl<RTNV
I I I I II BOVIN_cyt c1: GLLLPLVYAM KRHI<WSVLKS RRLAYRP PK

Figure 7. Sequence alignment for cytochrome c)' RHOSH is R. sphaeroi.des be} complex.

10

Figure 8. Cytochrome c}. Bovine cytochrome c} on left in blue. Subunit 8 on left in
orange with the CSN in red and R :o.phaeroides cytochrome c 1 model on right with the
template from the CSN in red.



RHOSH_JSP: MSNA!:D Hl'.GTRRDl'LY YATAGAGAVA TGAAWPL.IN
I I I i

BaVIN ISP, SHTDIKVPDl' SDYRRPEVLD STKSSKI!:SSI!: ARKGl'SYLVT ATTTVGVAYA ARNWSQFVS

RHOSH_ISP, QMNPSADVQA LASI!'VDVSS V1!:PGVQLTVK l'LGKP l'IRR RTr:ADII!:LGR VQLGQLVDT
I I11I I I I I I III I I ! I I I II

BOVIN_ISP; SMSASADVLA HSKII!:IKLSD IPI!:GlI:NMAl'K WRGKPLl'VRH RTKKtIDQI!:A AV1!:VSQLRD-

96-107 modeled in with secondary
structure and molecular dynamics

RHOSH ISP, NARNANIDAG AEATDQNRTL DI!:AGI!:WLVMW GVCTHLGCVP IGGVSGDl'GG WYCPCHGSHY
I I ! I 1111111111 I 111I1 III III1

BOVIN ISP, ---------- -PQBDLERVlI: KP--EWVILI GVCTHLGCVP IANA-GDl'GG YYCPCHGSHY

RHOSH rsp: DSAGRIRKGP API!:NLPIPLA Kl'IDI!:TTIQL G
I I111II1 II II I I I

BOVIN_ISP, DASGRIRKGP APLNLEVPSY I!:l'TSDDMVIV G

Figure 9. Iron Sulfur Protein (lSP) Sequence Alignment. RHOSH is R. sphaeroides.

1t

Bov.ISP Rs.ISP

Figure 10. ISP 3D structure. On the left is bovine and on the right is R.sphaeroides with
insertion in colored red.
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IV. Subunit 4

The final subunit modeled is subunit 4. Subunit 4 has no significant homology

with any of the other subunits in the bovine be I complex. Subunit 4 is similar to subunit

7 in the bovine because they both have the ability to be photo-affinity labeled by C1zido

quinone. Therefore, subunit 7 is used as a base template to model and build subunit 4

(Figure 11 and 12). A major problem encountered in this approach is that subunit 7 has

a proline near the edge of the membrane causing the helix to kink inward (Figure 11).

This proline is not in the R. sphaeroides subunit 4, so this region is modeled into a

random coil to get the helix to change directions. A Blast search on subunit 4 sequence

show there is another electron transfer protein, Aldehyde Ferredoxin Oxidoreductase

(AFR), with some homology to subunit 4 (Figure 13 and 14) (20). The region with

homology is significant because the structural features in this area, an alpha helix and a

random coil. line up in pretty good agreement with the corresponding segment of the base

model of subunit 4 built from subunit 7 of bovine (Figure 15). The last part of R.

sphaeroides subunit 4 to be modeled is the N-terminal sequence. This modeling was

accomplished by going back to the method of CSN to assign coordinates. After intense

visual inspection of this area it was found that the core I has a CSN and this CSN. after

further inspection, has some homology with subunit 4 sequence (Figure 16 and 17).

Therefore the coordinates of core] residues 327-350 allow for the modeling of suhunit 4

residues 1-24 (Figure 16 and 18). The complete theoretical model can now be assembled

as shown in (Figure 19). The cytochrome b and cytochrome CI hemes along with the

iron sulfur cluster coordinates come directly from the bovine hel complex template

heroes and iron sulfur cluster coordinates.



Figure 11. Bovine cytochrome b and
subunit 7. In green cytochrome b and in
red subunit 7.

Figure 12. R.sphaeroides cytochrome b and
subunit 4. Cytochrome b in green and in red,
subunit 4 from template. Purple is additional
sequence.

13

Figure 13. AFR. Shown in red color is the region with homology with subunit 4.



Rs. ~

AFR: 12

P
I I I

KV ETEATI • G

14

Figure 14: Sequence alignment for AFR and R.sphaeroides (Rs.) subunit 4.

Figure 15. AFR structural homology.
R. sphaeroides cytochrome b green and
subunit 4 in red. Shown in purple is the
region that has homology with AFR.

Figure 16. Bovine core I structural
homology. Green is cytochrome h
light blue is subunit 7 and dark blue
is core 1 where CSN is colored in red.

gs. subu it 4: 1

Bovine corel :327 o

Figure 17. CSN sequence alignment of bovine core 1 with R..\phaeroides (Rs.) subunit 4.



Figure 18. R. sphaeroides subunit 4 with CSN template. Cytochrome b in green and
subunit 4 in red and highlighted in purple is the region built from the core 1template.

Figure 19. Theoretical model of R. fJphaeroides hc I complex. Cytochrome b in green,
subunit 4 in red, cytochrome c] in blue and iron sulfur protein in yellow.

15

,.
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Conclusion

Subunits of R. sphaeroides be, complex are larger than their counter part in beef

mitochondrial hel complex. By using a portion of the various extra subunits in beef be,

complex. the extra insertions in R. sphaeroides bel complex were modeled in. The 3D

model of the R. sphaeroides be! complex allows us to understand some structural

possibilities that may be occurring. We see that the region in subunit 4 that has

homology to the AFR complex exists on the outside of the complex in both the model

and AFR crystal structure. The AFR complex is from a hyperthermophilic archaeon that

grows optimally at 100 degrees Celsius (20). Therefore, the structural features of AFR

play an important role in thennostabibility. The region where there is homology between

AFR and R. sphaeroides subunit 4 in the model is located near the interface of the inner

membrane and outer-membrane region where cytochrome b begins to exit the membrane.

Tt is possible that this region may play an important role in protecting this region of

cytochrome b to allow for increased stability. It has been previously ShO\Nn that residues

41-53 are essential for optimal interaction with the core complex to restore the he!

complex activity (21.22).

Future directions for this modeling project would be first, to grow crystals to

obtain a crystal structure of the R. sphaeroides he! complex. Second, to understand the

interaction between cytochrome h and subunit 4 better, the electrostatic potential energy

surface could be calculated and analyzed with a program called Delphi. Also further

mutations in cytochrome b on the region of the subunit 4 and cytochrome h interface will

aid in the understanding of possible functional roles of various residues.
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CHAPTER II

MOLECULAR MECHANICS OF THE bel COMPLEX

Introduction

I. Molecular Mechanics

Computational characterization of macromolecules plays an important role in

understanding molecular properties of macromolecules. The process of computationally

characterizing a macromolecule begins with using a well-pararneteri?.ed function to model

the molecular properties of the macromolecule. This function is usually called a force

field. A force field consists of a potential energy expression functional form along with

the complete set of parameters needed in order to detennine the potential energy surface

of the molecule (1). Force fields consider certain molecular attributes of a molecular

system such as Coulombic potential, Van der Waals replusion, bond length, valence anglc,

and torsion angle variables (2-9). rn molecular mechanics the force field variabJes arc

optimized to locate the minimum potential energy of the molecular system. This can be

of great benefit because it allows one to discover which conformation or which stale of

the molecular system is energetically favorable over the other (6).

The implementations of force fields have allowed an increase in understanding of

molecular structures ( 10.1 1). The structure of androsterone was calculated by the force

field (molecular mechanics) method (12). A review on the effective energy functions for

protein structure prediction shows that molecular mechanics force fields, particularly
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when augmented by implicit solvation models, provide physical effective energy

functions that are beginning to playa role in the area of protein structure prediction. fold

recognition and homology modeling (13).

n. Cytochrome beL complex

Cytochrome be, complex has a low potential cytochrome bL heme, high potentia]

cytochrome bH heme. cytochrome c, heme, and a 2Fe2S-cluster (Figure 20,21). In the

proton motive Q cycle, ubiquinol is oxidized in two strictly coupled steps in which the

first electron from ubiquinol is transferred to the 2Fe2S cluster of iron suI fur protein (1 SP)

then to cytochrome cI (14). [n the second step the second electron immediately reduces

heme bL, then heme bH (14). [SP head domain mobility is known to be important in the

transferring of the electron from ubiquinol to cytochrome c, (15-19).

II1. Summary

Molecular mechanics will be used here to help determine which of the many

backbone torsion angles are important for the mobility of the iron sulfur cluster with

respect to its redox state. These computational results will be compared to preliminary

static structural data obtained from x-ray diffraction experiments, and previously

described mutational studies. Molecular mechanics will allow for the ability to pinpoint

possible backbone torsion angles that are deviating significantly from the reduced state to

the oxidized state of ISP.



Iron sulfur cluster
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Figure 20. Cytochrome be} complex redox groups. Pink =ISP, blue::: cytochrome band
green::: cytochrome cJ

Figure 21. Iron Sulfur Cluster. Cys = cystiene, His = histidine, S = sulfur and Fe = Iron
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Methodology

InsightII molecular modeling software Discover3 is used to do all of the

minimizations. The consistent valence force field (cvft) is used to do all the calculations.

Minimization methods used are the steepest decent and conjugate gradient method. For

cytochrome b and ISP the requirement for convergence is when the derivative reached

0.001. For cytochrome Cl the requirement for convergence is when the derivative reached

0.500 instead of 0.00 1 because of the complexity of the potential energy surface for

cytochrome c,. Calculations ofaJl subunits are simulated in a vacuum. The iron atoms

that are being oxidized and reduced are treated as a point charge in the subunits. The pdb

coordinates that were used for the calculations come from the newly refined pdb

coordinates (not yet released) from the original coordinates for the bovine bc1 complex

lQCR.

For x-ray diffraction, data was collected at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

where beam line X9B was used to collect data on the crystal with the inhibitor. DaLa for

the reduced crystal form was also collected at Brookhaven National laboratory on beam

line X9B. Diffraction reflections were processed with Denzo and Scale Pack. All other

data processing was done with the XtaJ View crystallographic program package.
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Results and Discussion

1. Cytochrome b molecular mechanics

In checking the validity of the force field and the parameters for the atom types,

three independent calculations were done on cytochrome b. The first calculation was a

minimization of cytochrome b with heme bL reduced and heme bll oxidized which yielded

a potential energy of 102 kcal/mole as seen in (Table I). Energy values for cytochrome b

minimizations are normalized by dividing the value from the program by 25. The

calculations are done on only one subunit at a time. Therefore, the significance is in the

difference in magnitude of the energy values, for the independent subunits in different

redox states. The root mean square (rms) obtained when the c-alpha trace of the

minimized cytochrome b (reduced heme bL and oxidized heme bI-!) structure was

superimposed on the original structure (lQCR) c-alpha trace is 3.17 angstroms (Figure

22). In the second calculation the potential energy for cytochrome h, when heme h ll is

reduced and heme bL is oxidized, is 101 kcallmol and in the third calculation, the potential

energy when both hemes are oxidized is 82 kcal/mole (Table I). It is more favorable for

heme bI-! to be reduced than it is for heme bL to be reduced. This is consistent with the

proton motive Q cycle in that the electron goes from heme bL to heme b,+ This data

shows that the electron in the system is going from a higher potential energy state to a

lower more favorable potential energy state. Realizing that the forcefield used in the

computational analysis is empirical by nature these results are nevertheless in agreement

with currently known knowledge of the electron transfer mechanism. Therefore, we
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should be able to extrapolate and to detect critical residues that play an important role in

confonnational dynamics of the system. The nns when the bl-l heme is reduced is 3.15

angstroms when compared to the original crystal structure. This difference in the

backbone could be significant in tenns of a possible slight confonnational movement in

cytochrome b helixes that could correlate to the efficient binding of ubiquinone.

TABLE I

CYTOCHROME b HEME ANALYSIS

Heme redox state

bL (reduced) - bH (oxidized)
bL (oxidized) - bl-l (reduced)
bL (oxidized) - bl-l (oxidized)

Potential Energy (kcal/mol)

102
101
82

rms

3.16
3.15
N/A

II. Cytochrome cl molecular mechanics

Minimized cytochrome CI has an oxidized potential energy of 117 kcal/mol and in

the reduced fonn the potential energy is 569 kcallmol. After superimposing the minimized

oxidized and minimized reduced structures the rms was 0.28 (Figure 23). However, we

can notice small deviations in some of the loop regions of the backbone when the

minimized cytochrome C I oxidized or reduced structures are superimposed on the original

crystal structure (1 QCR) for cytochrome C I may be the result of not including all subuints

in the calculation (Figure 24). The energy values obtained from this calculation are also in

agreement with the underlying structure of the proton motive Q cycle.



Figure 22. Cytochrome b redox state comparison. Original crystal structure (l QCR) in
green and minimized heme bLCreduced) -heme bH(oxidized) in red.

Figure 23. Cytochrome c/ redox state comparison. Minimized cytochrome CJ reduced in
blue and minimized cytochrome c/ oxidized in orange.
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The oxidized cytochrome CI heme is energetically more favorable than the reduced form.

From the Q cycle mechanism, ISP transfers the electron to cytochrome c1. Therefore,

when the higher potential ISP head domain is in a position close to cytochrome CI where

it is more unfavorable for the 2Fe2S cluster to have the electron than it is for cytochrome

CI to have the electron. cytochrome c, will gain the electron.

III. IS? molecular mechanics

The molecular mechanics of ISP is very intriguing. From the tlrst minimization.

when the iron atom in the 2Fe2S cluster (Figure 21) that is coordinated to the histidines

(his-Fe) is reduced and the iron atom coordinated to the cystines (cys-Fe) is reduced. we

see that there is a potential energy of -1,308 kcaJlmol (Table II). From a comparison of

this minimized structure we see a significant difference in the head domain region as seen

in (Figure 25) when the helix region is superimposed on the original crystal structure

(I QCR) of ISP. Relative to cytochrome b, cytochrome eland [SP coordinates from the

original crystal structure, the head domain position of minimized reduced ISP has moved

closer to the cytochrome CJ (Figure 26). ISP displays significant conformational

movement in relation to the minimiz,ation's done on cytochrome b and cytochrome L't-

This correlates with the x-ray diffraction analysis of ISP, The density for cytochrome h

and cytochrome c, are more defined and the [SP head domain in some crystal forms is not

well defined which is an indication of mobility (20). In the next minimization where the

cys-Fe reduced and his-Fe oxidized (ISP [2-3]) we see a potential energy of
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TABLE II

POTENTIAL ENERGY VALUELS FOR ISP DIFFERENT REDOX STATES

Cys-Fe

Oxidized
Oxidized
Reduced
Reduced

Residue

His-Fe

Reduced
Oxidized
Reduc~d

OxdizcJ

Potential Energy (kcal/mol)

-1,893
-2,609
-1,308
-1,889

TABLE III

lSP TORSION ANGLE ANALYSIS

Torsion Angle (degrees)*
Omega Phi Psi

Reduced Oxidized Reduced Oxidized Reduced Oxidized

....

66 ALA -14.65 -1.17 -67.01 -82.13 152.96 120.18
67ASP -6.55 -11.66 -70.53 -130.69 138.38 -154.22
68 VAL -12.97 -1.62 65.08 5].24 125.55 86.26
89 PHE -0.47 1.65 -88.48 -91.96 43.6] -39.58
93 GLY 12.92 -8.93 66.12 67.37 -124.44 88.23
III ALA 1.74 -]9.27 -80.32 -82.60 148.01 -147.47
116 GLN -1.25 30.40 -70.62 -85.79 170.60 -123.20
141 HIS -27.49 -15.76 -103.36 -79.20 136.34 45.97
161 HIS 4.69 1.64 82.10 62.59 1] 5.58 -35.43
168 SER -20.16 -1.82 -68.89 -83.04 164.67 -176.21
*Oxidized form of ISP where cys-Fe is oxidized and his-Fe is oxidized. Reduced form of
ISP is where cys-Fe is oxidized and his-Fe is reduced.



Figure 24. Cytochrome cJ redox state comparision with orginal strucutre (lQCR).
Minimized cytochrome c/ oxidized in orange and original crystal structure of cytochrome
c/ in green the arrow point to areas of deviation
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Figure 25. ISP with both irons reduced.
Green is original crystal structure ISP
and red is minimized ISP where
cys-Fe and his-Fe are reduced.

Figure 26. Relative position of ISP with both
iron atoms reduced. Orange is crystal original
structure for cytochrome b, in light blue is
crystal structure for cytochrome C J, b'Teen is
crystal structure of ISP and red is ISP
minimized where cys-Fe and his-Fe are both
reduced.
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-1,889 kcal/mol, and again we see significant deviation from the coordinates of the crystal

structure ISP (Figure 27). Cys-Fe reduced and his-Fe oxidized fonn are farther from the

original ISP head domain, and closer to cytochrome c, than the cys-Fe reduced and his-Fe

reduced (lSP [2-2]) form (Figure 28.29). It is known that only the iron coordinated [0 the

histidines in the 2Fe2S cluster is oxidized and reduced and the iron that is coordinated to

the cysteine is always oxidized (21). So in ord~r to determine how well this minimization

compares to known information, calculations were done with both iron atoms in the

2Fe2S cluster oxidized (ISP [3-3]). In this calculation the potential energy was -2,609

kcallmol (Table 11). There is noticeable deviation in the head domain region when

compared to the original crystal structure (Figure 30). In (Figure 31) we see that this

position is close to the position for the IS? [2-3] form. When the iron coordinated with

the cystine is oxidized and the iron coordinated to the histidine is reduced (lSP [3-2]) we

see a potential energy of -1,894 kcal/mol and the heau domain position is close 10 the

original head position in lhe crystal structure (Figure 32).

This force field does a good job of reproducing known molecular data. The

molecular mechanics calculations show that it is more favorable to have, the iron

coordinated to the cysteine always oxidized. The computations were also able to

reproduce the conformational movements of the rsp head domain. So we see from the

computations that the reduced fann of ISP head domain is energetically favorable closer

to the cytochrome h and the head domain when oxidized prefers to be closer to the

cytochrome c/. These are similar to results seen in prdiminary x-ray diffraction data of

crystals in different redox states. [t seems reasonable that in the position above



Figure 27. ISP [2-3] comparision.
Where green is original crystal
structure for ISP and in purple
is the minimized ISP [2-3].

Figure 28. ISP [2-3] relative postion.
Where green is the original crystaJ
structure for ISP and in purple
is the minimized ISP [2-3] and in red is
minimized ISP [2-2].
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~
Figure 29. ISP [2-2] and [2-3] overall comparison. Where orange = original crystal
structure of cytochrome b, light blue = original crystal structure for cytochrome C/, green
= original crystal structure for ISP, purple = minimized ISP [2-3] and in red is minimized
ISP [2-2].

•



Figure 30. ISP (3-3] comparison. where
green is the original ISP from crystal
structure and yellow is minimized ISP
(3-3].

Figure 31. ISP [3-3] and [2-3].
In purple is minimized ISP [2-3]
where green is ISP from crystal
structure and yellow is minimized
ISP [3-3].
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Figure 32. ISP [3-2] comparison. Where green is the original ISP from crystal structure
and gold is minimized ISP [3-2].

•
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cytochrome b IS? would prefer to have the electron. Because ISP needs to get the

electron to give it to cytochrome c, and when the IS? head domain is close to cytochrome

c, the head domain should not prefer to have the electron because it needs to give it to

cytochrome c /.

IV. Torsion angle analysis

To further investigate where the movement is coming from an analysis of the

hackbone of the ISP is needed. The backbone torsion angles are very important in

allowing the head domain movement. Therefore, a comparison of the backbone torsion

angles in the oxidized and reduced minimized form is needed to determine where on the

backbone there is strong deviation and movement occurring. The backbone of a protein

has three torsion angles a phi, psi and omega as seen in (Figure 33).

[SP can be thought of as having 4 parts. A tail region; residues 1-28 that resides in

the matrix, a body region; residues 29-63 that resides in the membrane, a neck region:

residues 64-72 that resides in the inter-membrane space that is believed 10 be f1exible and

a head domain region: residues 73 - 197. From (Table III) we see that there is a Jargt:

difference in the torsion psi angle for residue number 67. For the reduced IS? the torsion

psi angle at residue 67 is 138.38 degrees and for the oxidized form the torsion psi angle is

-154.22. This suggests, that this backbone psi torsion angle play an important role in the

ISP head domain movement upon oxidation and reduction. If residue 67 was mutated to a

proline this would completely restrict the psi torsion angle form being able to change.

From studies on the bacteria be I complex it has been previously found that upon mutating
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residues 42-44 in the bacteria ISP, which corresponds to residues 66-68 in bovine lSP.

with proline will inhibit photosynthetic growth (19). Further molecular mechanic

simulations combined with individual mutations on each of these three residues can be

done to determine how important residues 66 and 68 are in the head domain movement

upon oxidation and reduction. However. from further investigation of the molecular

mechanics computational data, the backbone at residue 67 has a very important role. As

seen in (Table III) the torsion angles for residues 66 and 68 do not have a significant

difference compared to the difference seen in residue 67. Residue 67 from visual

inspections appears to be the better bond of the three for the linker region. Although any

movement of the torsion angles plays a role in getting the head domain region in proper

position for electron transfer, molecular mechanics calculations help determine whcre the

most flexibility is.

When the structure of the be J complex was first solved it was noted that the ISP

head domain appeared to be very mobile. This observation comes from the fact the

electron density in the IS? head domain is not visible in some of the crystals of the hel

complex. The results of the molecular mechanics calculations are in direct agreement with

th1s conclusion. [fthe head were indeed very mobile and flexible it is possible that there

is more than one flexihle region. An example of this would be a chain. which is extremely

flexible because it has a lot of links on it. Now consider if one were to restrict all thl: links

on the chain and allow only one link to be Dexible. It should be easy to see that by only

having one link flexible results in a very rigid structure compared to the chain with many

links in it. From doing the computation on the [SP we see that there is another psi
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torsion angle at glycine 93 that has signifLcant movement of -124.44 degrees for reduced

form and 88.23 degrees for the oxidized form. This is of particular interest because of its

location at the apex of a loop, which links the head of ISP to the neck region of ISP as

seen in (Figure 34). By having this possible linker region would allow increased flexibility

in the amount of positions that the head domain could take. If only one linker region

exists then there would be a smaller number of rigid fixed positions and you would be

more inclined to see some electron density of the iron sulfur cluster. However, if there are

indeed two linker regions or more, the increased number of possible positions of the head

domain positions would make the electron density peek of the ISP head domain difficult

to detect.

V. Electron density comparison

Next is a basic comparison of torsion angles from the calculations and where

density is observed in two different he] complex crystal forms. Th~ first crystal !'orm is

'."ith an inhibitor and the second crystal form is where lSP and cytochrome '-'I are rartially

reduced. In (Figure 35) we see that there is a difference in the electron density peak lor

the inhibitor crystal form and the partially reduced crystal form at the 2Fe2S cluster. The

inhibitor form has a greater peak as seen in the yellow color for the density. This

suggests that the inhihitor help stabilize the 2Fe2S cluster whereas the peak for the

reduced fonn is not as strong. This is an indicator that there may be some slight

movement in the 2Fe2S position. In (Figure 36) ISP has significant densi1y along the



Figure 33. Protein back bone torsion angles.

Figure 34. ISP linker regions. Where two of the linker regions are colored in red with
residue number in square box.
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Figure 35. 2Fe2S cluster electron density map. Purple density is inhibitor form and in
yellow is the reduced crystal fonn. Both maps are contoured at one sigma.
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Figure 36. ISP electron density
at serine 6\ region.

Figure 37. ISP electron ~nsity at serine 65
regIOn.
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transmembrane helix but starts to disappear around serine 61. This is an indication of

where some of the torsion angles may have moved. From the calculation of the torsion

angle at residue 61 there is not a significant deviation in the torsion angle values for the

reduced and oxidized [SP, but there is a significant difference in the value of the psi

torsion angle for the original crystal structure before minimization. Also at residue 62 in

the original structure there is a significant difference in the value for the phi torsion angle.

[n (Figure 37) we see that the density continues at residue 65. From residues 61-65 there

appears to be a region that has increased flexibility. In (Figure 38) the density continues

to residue 68 for the inhibitor crystal form and then starts to vanish. However, for the

reduced crystal form the density peak still shows up at residue 69, then it starts to

vanish. From (Table III) the psi angle for residue 68 has some deviation. Molecular

mechanics also show that the psi and phj angles at residue 70 have significant deviation

between the original crystal form 1QCR and the minimized structures. In (Figure :19)

residues 86-89 show higher density peaks tor the inhibitor form and higher density peaks

around residues 90-92 for the partially reduced form crystal. The rest of the IS? from

this point on appears to be mobile except for the 2Fe2S-cluster region. From (Table Ill).

the torsion angles, of residues 111-168 show a strong deviation that may playa role in the

overall mobility of the head domain. This mobility appears to be a complex network of

several distant torsion angles. Having more crystal forms with different inhibitors and

different oxidation and reduction states for the pr:osthetic groups will allow for a more

elaborate analysis of the torsion angles.
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Figure 38. ISP neck region density. Blue density is the inhibitor
crystal form and the green density is the reduced crystal form.



Figure 39. ISP electron density at residues 86-92. Blue
density is contoured at one sigma for the inhibitor form the
purple density is contoured at two sigma for the inhibitor
fonn and the green density is contoured at one sigma for
the reduced form.
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Conclusion

The force field used in these calculations is extremely powerful in modeling

confomlational aspects of this molecular system. The potential energy analysis is in

agreement with the proton motive Q cycle. Torsion angle analysis comes very close to

the preliminary x-ray diffraction data. In areas were there is weak density, the

calculations help provide and indicator of the torsion angles that are deviating from their

initial positions. Future directions would be to do an analysis on the individual iterations

for the calculations to determine the sequence that the torsion angles are moving in. It

would also be interesting to run electrostatic calculations to determine if the inhibitor

binding might have any effect on any of these torsion angles.

In growing crystals of a protein it is very helpful to increase order in the crystal if

flexible regions in the protein were restricted. Sometimes this can be accomplished by

introducing pralines in the flexibJe regions to restrict torsion angle movement in the

backbone of the protein. The next phase of this project should include site directed

mutagenesis to insert the prolines in the areas where significant torsion angle differences

are expected to determine 1.) if in-vivo these torsion angles play any significant role and

2.) if restricting these torsion angles with pralines will help facilitate the crystal growing

process.

Modeling the basic functional properties of the be, complex will have a profound

impact on the development of highly reasonable and accurate structure function

predictions. Now that we have a model system, we can investigate the possible effect of
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different theoretical inhibitors before labor intensive resources are deployed. We can use

the affinity ligand-docking program in InsightH to computationally characterize the

known active sites on the bCI complex. This will help to provide reliable theoretical

predictions of possible proton channeling paths. Combining computational results with

site directed mutagenesis will help determine whether the predicted proton channeling

path exist or not.
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